
From: cheryl elkinton
To: veganhavencentralinc10@gmail.com; Cdbg
Subject: boards/payroll info/grant request
Date: Thursday, January 09, 2014 3:58:56 PM

CDBG Block Grant Application
 
VO 24813 State of Wisconsin Financial Institutions filing number:  Vegan Haven
Central, Inc.  amount requested:  Pending.  EIN (temporarily misplaced).
 
I cannot ask for all of the money I want to today, but I want to get things started.  I
hope that there is enough substance in this email, to get this much looked at.  I
have time every day to complete the amounts requests.  This is so very large and
important, that it is difficult to get as much done in one day as i would like, or to
include all of everything on one application.  I will continue to work diligently, to
provide details, but I wat to be able to appoy for these two addresses, 402 east
Washington Avenue, for our offices, and 408 East Washington Avenue, for our
natural foods and cleaning supplies gorcery store.  I am sending this through, so
that it will get to the nearest  conference taht can look at it.  I apologize for it's
incmpoletness, but, without an office, and a payment option, my day is filled with
choices, and I cannot work as diligently at any one particular project, but have
things organizing to that degree.  It's simply too much work to work on and either
have stolen/lost because I live outside, or to work on entirely to it's most detailed
completion, and then be told no, etc.  I need a bite to work off of.
 
A).  A Homeless Assistance and Environmental Policy work station office, by Vegan
Haven Central, Inc.
 
We will be providing the office location for emergency homeless assistances, shelter
overcapacity options, day sheltering for job trainaing and assistance for persons
living their lives while enduring the crisis of homelessness.  I anticipate attachments
of more applications, for the purchase of the properties at 901 E. Washington
Avenue, through the entire block, for actual jobs availability, and, the day shelter
and job search office.  Adding to this, the placement of transitional housing, for the
purpose of housing/job retraining, for persons who are suffering from chronic
homelessness. 
 
One clear Job opportunity in that block, is "Madison Coach Service", which is at this
point, a plan, to bring in a one-stop, Long Range Bus Hub, serving all of the
Madison's coach needs.  Anothr is a leaf paper company.  All of our jobs will
highlight going green and cruelty free.
 
The Environmental Policy work station office part of the Vegan Haven Central Inc.
location, will be working to reduce and eliminate, as much as possible, all of our
environmental problems, so that the health and welfare of our community is a
priority.  We will, as well, invite commitment from entities outside of our
organization(s), in cooperative efforts for peace and health.  My strategy is to bring
proof of the various problems, my solutions, and a plan of implimentation.  This
involves restructuring, so to bring in local, bulk, quality and cruelty free,
merchandizing. 
 
To this regard, I'd like to see several small, walk-to, natural and health foods
grocery stores.  Natural cleaning fluids are an important inclusion to our
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encouragements with people now too.  Our waterways are suffering from neglect to
this issue, and this is one small part that can pay a large role in relieving us from
this problem.
 
I have one large project I want to explain here, which is an environmental proof
project.  I plan to start the option of urban farming, including the use of agricultural
animals.  I view the emotional healing opportunity to people, as well as the constant
eye of the public ensuring that animals are treated fairly and humanely, as two
achievable goals.  I have developed plans for space requirements, habitat and care
instructions, and enforcement, to ensure that other animals are given the best
possible care, and availability to recover from abuse by human error, as possible,
while still making contributions.  They can be caused to more humanely, provide
milk, eggs, wool, chicken meat, and, live animals to use for travel, and for
pets/accomodating the disabled.  Human/all animal attachment, a huge absence
from our social culture, presently. 
 
This next subject will be shocking, and blatently to the point, so please be forwarned
and brace yourselves.
 
I have even developed a more humane slaughtering method, for situations where
animals lives will be taken for food and for thier needed skins.  Imention it now, so
that it is a more humane slaughtering methoed can be a known goal, with a n
extremely worthy outcome.  My slaughtering methed is to reduce to a slice to the
neck of the animal, fish, or bird, by a curved blade, so as to inflict bleeding, and to
let lie on one side next, and an adequate period of time to die in, so as an ethical,
moral and acceptable death to the animal can be achieved, instead of the bolt-thrust
method that is currently used, theoreticlly to "stun" the animal, to theoretically
reduce the pain of what ever is done after. (I've seen some horrifying footage of the
different slaughtering methods available to armers these days.  Now, a problem of
agrucultural santiation has caused a business of making clothing out of animal fibers,
which is unethical too.  but, it appears, to them, to be their only solution in
maintaining their business, to their econimically inferior business habits.  (They've
become too greedy and defaultive of mannerisims that look to help the problem,
instead.  I theorize that the problem is of ectoplasmic runoff on slaughtering farms,
and that that may be the cause of undergroaund water being affected.  I further
theorizxe that this is caused by a development of animal soul transformation related
deliterium, their having endured this blunt force stun, too many times over, life after
soul transformed life.  Having succumbed to this effect so many times, over and
over, until they never fully recover during life.  A sad reality of life that I have only
recently been able to develop to  myself.  certainly, there is probable cause for the
establishing of the term:  after slaughter ectoplasmic runnoff, and that that being a
correctable agricultural sanitation problem.  Simply put, their souls are no longer
able to move out, they've become too disoriented, and this is to a point of
unethical.  I would not bring up the problem without a solution. We all care deeply
for our animals.  We need the best for them, the emotional factors alone should be
enough to get this project going.
 
But that is not all there is to this.  There is also phosphorus elements in the soil.  We
humans are suffering stress to the point of our internal bleeding affecting the soil. 
Other animals are suffering stress, too, but this is one giant step toward our final
happiness goals.
 
Happier humans, and happier animals, can go a long way.



 
The subject of soil increments, of happy, healthy and emotionally sound agricultural
animals, is one good reason I want to prove, that happy,(emotional human to
animal contact-acclamated), natural, (no shots) and familiated (animals given a
chance to raise their own families in a farm setting) are important facets to human
emotional health, farming techniques, and our economy.  That a varetiy of "happy"
animals' soil increments will make healthier underground insects and worms,
healtheir soil and roots, and so, healthier crops. Healtheir crops mean better
nutrition, as well as a longer shelf life for the end product of our new superior
organic foods, and will leave better opportunity for drying for winter storage, which
is an energy saver.  Even our water quality could improve, by causing healtheir
underground life, keeping an eye on soil sampling to establish and
ensure that overpopulating our urban farm areas will not occur so as to affect our
city water supply at any point.  This problem will be relieved, by either moving out
to more urban farm properties, or selling to farms or others, for other live uses. 
Another big addition to this purpose, is that by proving better nutrition and better
health, a new establishment upon food safety, may be established with our new
superior foods, and we could, effectively and legally, eliminate inferior agricultural
habits and growing techniques. An expected outcome that is outside of most
people's dreams.  Healthy food for all peolple, at a reasonable price.
 
Costs:
 
This project will develop and work out of the 402 East Washington Avenue office.
There will be a supplemental application for properties, tools, animals,
certifications, feed and other habitat-related materials, including fencing, and other
protective structures and bedding.  Money for soil sampling, scientific explanations,
for meetings materials and for court actions, for proof , compliance meetings, and
enforcement toward becomeing a governmental agency, will be asked for, to give
this project it's ultimate purpose:  Bringing the people the healthiest food that
Wisconsin can grow, by all growers.  So far as paying for employees at urban farms,
this could be a work-exchange opportunity in partnership with the college, or at the
very least, only one paid employee per shift at each site, so that volunteering can be
supervised.
 
Although I have not approached any State agencies for monies, I doubt that finding
matching funds will be a problem.  I just need some committment, to get this ball
rolling, and it takes time, a facitility to work out of, matials to bring and present to
boards to ask for permissions and for monies, and the dedication and concise
expectations that a paycheck can bring.  I am stopping here, so that I can transmit
something
 
 
Payroll information:  An office manager/researcher, for 3 -8 hour shifts, by $10.00
per hour = $240.00 per day.
 
 
Rent, plus security deposit, is $800.00 x 2 = $1,600 for the first month and $800.00
per month therafter, plus an average of $75.00 per month for utilities.  Totaling
$1,675.00 for the first month, and $875.00  per month thereafter.
 
 
Supplies:



 
Office furniture:
 
                2 desks $_____________________________one time only
 
                2 office chairs $________________________ one time only
 
                2 computer workstations $____________________________one time
only
 
                1 conference table, with 12 chairs $_____________________one time
only
            
                1 large file cabinet $________________one time only
                
                1 printer $_________________one time only
                  
                1 fax machine $_________________one time only
            
                1 micro wave oven and/or toaster oven $_________________one time
only
 
                Office machine upkeep/repair $___________________every six months
              
                Cleaning supplies/consumable items $____________per month
 
                Paper and other miscellenous office supplies: start
up $____________one time only
 
                Paper and other miscellenous office supplies: concurrent
$_____________per month
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
B). 
 
 Natural Groceries Etcetra:  Grocery Store at 408 East Washington Avenue:
 
  
Payroll Information:  Open Hours 6:00a.m. to 10:00 p.m.= 2 -8 hour shifts (x2); by
$10.00 per hour, = $320.00 per day for payroll.
 
Rent plus security deposit is $750.00, (x2) = $1,500 to open, and $750.00 per
month for rent, plus utilities, approximating $150.00 each month.  Total for buildling
costs = $1,650.00 to open, and $900.00 per month for total building costs.
 
Furniture:  shelving
 
                refrigeration (2) one overflow for 204 East Washington Avenue.



 
                freezers (2) one overflow for 204 East Washington Avenue.
 
                cleaning supplies; one month's worth
            
                packaging materials.
 
                a locking file cabiinet, office supplies, and a cash register.
                
                cashier and co-worker chairs
 
                purchase existing cashier desk
 
                2 large storage cabinets.
 
                miscelaneous window display decorations.
 
                insurance
 
                security camera costs
 
Matching Funds Options:
 
Both of these projects are qualifiable for other federal, state and local grants.  After
this, there is the opportuinity of my receiving a business loan, to get these things
going.  Adding to this, are these other opportunities: advertising on the web for tax
deductable donations, holding fund raising events both for private parties and for
public events, and, applying directly for monies from private foundations, including
colleges and other applicable foundations.  Economically speaking, it's a long road to
include the colleges at this time on my plan, but it has to start somewhere, and
including them on desires to use their money, will get things moving faster, and
toward a better direction.
 
Other possible sign-ons:
 
I am taking the initial responsibility for these projects.  I thought them up through
my own life experiences, developed the plans, and write the directives.  I plan to
have a board, but do not yet have the cooperation and time committments of other
people, but that is close.  I have had verbal agreements by these other non-profit
organizations, that are also into homeless services and environmentalism: 
 
Occupy Madison, by Allen Barkoff, and Brenda Konkel.
 
Shine 608, by Z Haukness and Sarah Gillmore.
 
Sanctuary, by Ronnie Barbett and Uly Williams.
 
I haven't had direct involvement promises from these next organizations, but have
associated involvement:
 
Dane County Human Services, Lynn Green; Our Madison City Council, Porchlight,
Community Action Coalition, and several other City of Madison, Dane County, and
State of Wisconsin meetings personnel/activists.



           
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                                       
 


